
 
Dear Chairwoman Adams and the Board of Directors of MPWMD: 
 
The League of Women Voters of Monterey County supports MPWMD in moving forward with 
the CalAm buyout pursuant to  
Measure J.  
 
The League of Women Voters of Monterey County (LWVMC) studied ownership of water 
distribution systems in 2007.  The study resulted in several criteria that an entity responsible for 
managing and distributing water should meet. Based on our evaluation of Cal Am’s 
performance, we concluded that Cal Am has not satisfactorily met these criteria. 
  
The LWVMC supported Measure O and then Measure J, the Ballot Initiatives requiring the 
Monterey Peninsula Water Management District (MPWMD) to analyze the feasibility of 
purchasing California American Water Company (Cal Am) and to purchase it if it is found to be 
feasible.  LWVMC support is based on our position that water is a necessary resource for 
human life and that it is a public resource, not a commodity.  
  
Cal Am has failed to maintain the viability of the resource and infrastructure.  As a result, the 
State issued a Cease and Desist Order in 1995 because of historical over-pumping of the 
Carmel River by Cal Am. During the last 28 years, Cal Am has failed to develop an alternative 
water supply.  
  
LWVMC supports fair and responsible rates and transparent decision making. Currently, rates 
are set by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), a State appointed body. The rate 
setting process is complex, frequently requiring legal counsel. Ratepayers have limited access 
to CPUC hearings, which are held in San Francisco. Recommendations of the Office of 
Ratepayer Advocates intended to protect ratepayers are frequently ignored. The result is 
that we are paying rates that are among the highest in the country. 
  
Costs passed onto ratepayers over the years include $3 million for failed plans for a “new” San 
Clemente Dam; $12 million for the abandoned Moss Landing desalination pilot plant; $20 million 
for the failed regional desalination plant; $30 million for under-collection of water charges 
reassigned to all customers; $77 million for removal of San Clemente Dam with Cal Am allowed 
to collect “investment” income.  Additionally, Cal Am wants ratepayers to pay the $3 million 
settlement of a lawsuit with Monterey County. 
  
The LWVMC supports an efficient and well-run local office. Cal Am’s complaint/call centers are 
in Illinois and Florida. Staff at these centers are not familiar with local details.  
  
The League’s 2007 study concluded that if a significant number of these criteria were not met, 
then public purchase should be considered. To assure transparency, open government and 
local control, we think that any agency overseeing the water system should have a publicly-
elected governing board. 
  
The LWVMC supports the findings of the MPWMD that a buyout is feasible and we 
support  MPWMD in its efforts to move forward with the eminent domain process, as required by 



Measure J. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
Marianne Gawain, President 
League of Women Voters of Monterey County 

 
 


